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Items are being cross-referenced on a regular basis. You will find things listed under more than one topic. If you  
find a resource that has not been cross-referenced, please notify Shannon Evans at  

shannonevans@rogers.blackberry.net
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To Borrow Resources:

Contact Shannon Evans at MVDHS or
shannonevans@rogers.blackberry.net 

Please provide the following information:

1) your name, 
2) school, 
3) the item(s) you wish to borrow (by code), 
4) your start date, and 
5) return date. 

Items will be shipped to you via the Board courier.

mailto:shannonevans@rogers.blackberry.net
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Bullying
Picture Title Format Description Comments

B-10-001

One Of Them
DVD

Freedom from bullying, name-calling and violence motivated 
the high school seniors in this school-based drama. Jamie is 

shocked when she and her best friend become victims of 
homophobic name-calling. But she must face up to her own 
reactions as she realizes that her friend is “one of them” and 
needs her support. And Jamie’s boyfriend must decide if he 
will support Jamie. Set firmly in the context of human rights 
and freedom from discrimination, One of Them raises the 

questions that high school students talk about in school halls 
and washrooms. With a focus on homophobia and 

discrimination, not sexual behavior, the dramatization 
prompts viewers to examine their own responses and 
promotes a safe school environment for all students.

Homophobia

WI-10-001

The Strength to 
Resist

DVD
“The Strength to Resist” is a 33 minute documentary about 
the fight against toxic and degrading messages to girls and 
women  that  dominate  the  media.  This  documentary 
movingly presents the ideas of many leading authorities in 
the  fields  of  psychology  of  women  and  girls,  eating 
disorders, violence against women, and media literacy,  all 
focusing on long term solutions.
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Civics
Picture Title Format Description Comments

C-10-001

Rethinking 
Democracy 

CD-ROM
Electoral Systems 

Environment
Picture Title Format Description Comments

SJ-10-005

Tapped Out The 
World Water 

Crisis

DVD/CD-
ROM

The impact of globalization and the privatization of water. 
Clearly,  water  quality  and  availability  is  of  growing 
concerning  for  people  throughout  the  world,  including 
Canada. The current common Threats resource introduces 
and  explores  many  of  the  international  debates  which 
surround water.  IS water a commodity or a human right? 
Should it be managed privately or publicity? What are the 
current and future environmental threats to water?

SJ-10-001A-D

Hungry For 
Change

DVD/CD-
ROM

‘I’m  hungry.”  As  a  complaint,  a  demand  or  a  simple 
statement, this short phrase articulates the most simplest of 
our basic needs. The issues surrounding food, however, are 
anything but  simple.  Around the world,  as the number of 
months calling out to be fed continues to increase, the way 
in  which  we  grow,  distribute  and  consume  our  food  is 
becoming more complicated. No longer simply growing and 
eaten,  food  is  now  produced,  designed,  engineered, 
analyzed,  graded,  packaged,  marketed,  and  politicized. 
Food has become a topic to be studied and a commodity to 
be traded. It  has become a tool to be manipulated by an 
ever  demanding  economy-a  means  to  further  divide  the 
haves from the have-nots.
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Family Studies
Picture Title Format Description Comments

WI-10-001

The Strength to 
Resist

DVD
“The Strength to Resist” is a 33 minute documentary about 
the fight against toxic and degrading messages to girls and 
women  that  dominate  the  media.  This  documentary 
movingly presents the ideas of many leading authorities in 
the  fields  of  psychology  of  women  and  girls,  eating 
disorders, violence against women, and media literacy,  all 
focusing on long term solutions.

SJ-10-005

Tapped Out The 
World Water 

Crisis

DVD
The impact of globalization and the privatization of water. 
Clearly,  water  quality  and  availability  is  of  growing 
concerning  for  people  throughout  the  world,  including 
Canada. The current common Threats resource introduces 
and  explores  many  of  the  international  debates  which 
surround water.  IS water a commodity or a human right? 
Should it be managed privately or publicity? What are the 
current and future environmental threats to water?

SJ-10-001A-D

Hungry For 
Change

DVD
‘I’m  hungry.”  As  a  complaint,  a  demand  or  a  simple 
statement, this short phrase articulates the most simplest of 
our basic needs. The issues surrounding food, however, are 
anything but  simple.  Around the world,  as the number of 
months calling out to be fed continues to increase, the way 
in  which  we  grow,  distribute  and  consume  our  food  is 
becoming more complicated. No longer simply growing and 
eaten,  food  is  now  produced,  designed,  engineered, 
analyzed,  graded,  packaged,  marketed,  and  politicized. 
Food has become a topic to be studied and a commodity to 
be traded. It  has become a tool to be manipulated by an 
ever  demanding  economy-a  means  to  further  divide  the 
haves from the have-nots.
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Media
Picture Title Format Description Comments

WI-10-001

The Strength to 
Resist

DVD
“The Strength to Resist” is a 33 minute documentary about 
the fight against toxic and degrading messages to girls and 
women  that  dominate  the  media.  This  documentary 
movingly presents the ideas of many leading authorities in 
the  fields  of  psychology  of  women  and  girls,  eating 
disorders, violence against women, and media literacy,  all 
focusing on long term solutions.

Native Studies
Picture Title Format Description Comments

NS-10-001

Raven Tales: 
Bald Eagle

DVD
Join Raven, Eagle and Frog and their new friends the first 
people in the land before time.  Raven Tales: Bald Eagle is 
the  sixth  episode  in  this  series  of  animated  television 
programs based upon the multiple award-winning animated 
film,  Raven  Tales:  How  Raven  Stole  the  Sun,  and 
celebrating the First Nations’ folklore of the Northwest coast. 
Raven Tales chronicles the wild and wacky adventures of 
Raven, the most powerful and trickiest trouble-maker of the 
First Nation’s folklore,  

Dreamkeeper

DVD
A century-old storyteller  and his grandson, a troubled 17-
year-old  boy,  embark  on  a  cross-country  journey  toward 
self-discovery.  Like  Old  Pete’s  wise  tales  themselves, 
Dreamkeeper is  important  and  illuminating  storytelling  for 
the entire family.
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NS-10-002

NS-10-003

Kanehsatake 270 
Years of 

Resistance

DVD
On  a  hot  July  day  in  1990,  an  historic  confrontation 
propelled Native issues in Kanehsatake and the village of 
Oka, Quebec, into the interventional spotlight and into the 
Canadian conscience. Director Alanis Obomsawin endured 
78 nerve-wracking days and nights filming the armed stand-
off  between  the  Mohawks,  the  Quebec  police  and  the 
Canadian army.  A powerful  feature-documentary emerges 
that takes you right into the action of an age-old aboriginal 
struggle.  The result  is  a portrait  of  the people behind the 
barricades,  providing insight  into  the Mohawks’  unyielding 
determination to protect their land.

NS-10-004

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 16, 

Show 13:
Did You Know

DVD
This episode of  The Sharing Circle  explores some of  the 
more outrageous and bizarre facts concerning the history of 
the relationship  between Aboriginal  Peoples and Canada, 
and how these have influenced the political, economic and 
social conditions of the country’s First Peoples.  

NS-10-005

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 11, 

Show 1: 
The Seven Laws

DVD
The Seven Laws explores the natural  laws or teaching of 
Aboriginal  people  and  explains  how these  laws  from the 
basis of all life and meaning in this world.

NS-10-006

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 12,

 Show 1:
Other Races 

Adopting the Red 
Culture

DVD
In the opening episode of the season, The Sharing Circle 
explores  the  controversial  issue  of  non-native  people 
practicing Aboriginal spiritual ways. When does appreciation 
become exploitation? On one hand, some perceive that the 
richness  of  indigenous  wisdom  needs  to  be  shared  with 
other people adopt aspects of a culture without respecting 
the whole  system of  beliefs,  values,  and practices of  that 
people, it becomes appropriation.
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NS-10-007

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 12, 

Show 7
Treaties

DVD
The  Treaties  written  more  than  a  century  ago  are  the 
foundation on which this nation is built. For most people they 
remain  unseen…and  unappreciated.  In  week  seven  The 
Sharing  Circle  examines  the  Treaties  between  the  First 
Nations  and  the  Dominion  of  Canada,  their  historic  and 
future significance, and modern day misconceptions. 

NS-10-008

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 14,

 Show 8
Aboriginal Music 

Revolution

DVD
This  episode  of  the  Sharing  Circle  focuses  on  Errol 
Ranville’s life and how he is giving back to a community that 
has  supported  him  throughout  his  career  as  well  as  the 
impact  of  the  Aboriginal  Music  Program,  and  how  it  is 
changing the way people look at the industry. The initiatives 
if  the  Aboriginal  Music  Program  are  advancing  the 
Aboriginal  music  industry  at  a  lightning pace.  An industry 
that  is  decades  behind  will  soon  be  revealed,  whether 
society is ready for it or not.

NS-10-009

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 14, 

Show 7: 
Comic Book 

Creators

DVD

We will follow some of today’s Aboriginal artistic mavericks 
and share their stories, showing how traditional values are 
being blended with modern approach to art.

NS-10-010

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 14, 

show3: 
good spirit 
medicine

    
   

DVD

Sage, Ceder, Sweetgrass and Tobacco have been scared 
medicines in Aboriginal culture since the first conception of 
mother  earth.  Used  for  prayer,  cleansing,  healing  and 
offerings – each has its own teachings and origin. In Modern 
times,  misconceptions  of  the  medicines  are  everywhere. 
Western  medicine  has  attempted  to  capture  the  spiritual 
healing  power  contained  therein.  Through  the  words  of 
elders,  the  ancient  teaching  of  four  medicines  are  now 
helping  the  generations  of  today.  The  sharing  circle  will 
explore the teachings of each medicine and the way they 
are used in everyday life and ceremony
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NS-10-011

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 13, 

show 12:
 Youth Gathering DVD

In  week eleven,  The sharing  circle  dives  into  the Annual 
Tradtional  Youth  Gathering,  spearheading  by  Crissy 
Courchene in grand rapids, Manitoba. The gathering will see 
close to 100 youth being fully immersed in traditional values 
and practices of their ancestors. Elders from the five major 
tribal groups of Manitoba will be in attendance. They along 
with  the  youth  leaders,  will  impart  their  wisdom  and 
teachings, on everything from tradional hunting techniques, 
picking medecines, building a sweatlodge , firearms safty, 
treaty rights and even the art of making bannock on stick. 
Most  of  all,  they  will  be  learning  these  things  as  our 
ancestors  did  by  roughing  it  in  the  bush  without  the 
convenience of modrn life 

NS-10-012

The Sharing Circle- 
Season 14, 

show 2:
Not just beads and 

moccasins

DVD

Not  just  beads  an  moccasins  is  a  profile  of  three 
contemporary  aboriginal  artists  who  adapt  traditional  art 
forms  into  something  more  contemporary.  Greg  Hill,  Jeff 
Thomas and  Nadia  Myre  share  a  common focus  in  their 
work of symbols of Canadian identity. Through performance, 
photography and visual art they defy these symbols and the 
power, comtrol and authority they represent.

NS-10-013

A Day At Indian 
Residential schools 

in Canada

DVD

A day at Indian residential school in Canada is a 26 minute 
documentary on Canada’s residential school experiment for 
indigenous people.

NS-10-014

The Invisible 
Nation DVD

This eye-opening documentary presents a gripping history 
lesson and paints an alarming portrait of a nation reduced to 
a  9,000  people  spread  out  in  about  10  community.  For 
centruries, the Algonquin lived on a vast territory that met all 
their  needs. Today they have reached a crossroad. They 
suffer  in  silence  under  harsh  conditions,  wondering  how 
much loger their people can survive.
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NS-10-015

Violence Against 
Indigenous 
Women In 
Canada

Book

A list of Resources available through OSSTF

NS-10-016

Whale Rider DVD

A small  Maori  village  faces  a  crisis  when the heir  to  the 
leadership of  the Ngati  Konhi dies at birth and is suvived 
only  by  his  twin  sister,  Pai.  Although  disregarded  by  her 
grandfather  and  shunned  by  the  village  people,  Twelve-
years-old  Pai  remains  certain  of  her  calling  and  trains 
herself  in  the  way  and  customs  of  her  people.  With 
remarkable grace,  Pai finds the strength to challenge her 
family and embraces a thousands years of tradition in order 
to fulfill her destiny 

NS-10-017A
NS-10-017B

Where The Spirit 
Lives

DVD

NS-10-018

Sex Ed And 
Youth

Book

Editor Jessica Yee unravels the seemingly impenetrable and 
often  unquestioned  connections  between  youth,  sex 
education,  the impacts of  colonization and the realities of 
communities of colour. With contributions from several youth 
of colour and a sections written by allies, this issue delves 
deeply into the trenches of what’s happened, what’s still not 
working,  and  what  needs to  take  place  for  equitable  sex 
education to become a reality for the next generation. 
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Professional Development
Picture Title Format Description Comments

PD-10-001

Education for the 
World, Education 

for All

Book
Essential reading for anyone interested in what happening in 
Quebec schools, colleges and universities, this book is also 
a  valuable  guide  to  the  neo-liberal-driven  international 
restructuring  of  education  and  the  resistance  it  has 
encountered.  It  also  demonstrated  how  education  can 
evolve to reflect a humanist vision of globalization instead of 
the corporate-driven approach which is a reality in so many 
communities.

PD-10-002

Anti-Racism In 
Education: 

Missing in Action

Book
Wit sections looking at the history of anti-racism in schools 
and society, with particular focus on Aboriginal/ Indigenous 
issues  and  Areocentric  pedagogies,  and  providing 
throughout an examination of intersectional issues of race, 
class, gender, sexual orientation and disabilities, this book 
brilliantly navigated the waters we need to cross in order to 
engage our students and enable them to be engaged in our 
communities and workplaces as knowledgeable and active 
agents for change.

PD-10-003

The School as 
Community Hub

Book
This book looks at  the return of  Community  Schools  and 
what  it  means  in  practice  during  the  current  neo-liberal 
ascendancy.  These  articles  explore  both  sides  of  the 
Community  School  reality  in  several  Canadian  provinces, 
Mexico, South Africa, UK and Australia.

PD-10-004

Freedom To 
Teach, Freedom 

to Learn Book

Topics  Include:  Diversity  & empowerment,  Professional  & 
Personal Development, School Censorship, Law, Inclusive 
Classrooms and Communities, Including Disabled Students, 
and Solution to Credit Crisis.
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PD-10-005

Managing 
Conflict

Book 

Topics  Include:  Role-Plays,  Conflict  Resolution, 
Communication  Skills,  Anger  Management,  Negotiation, 
Mediation, Curriculum, Classroom Management, and Crisis 
Intervention.

PD-10-006

Assess for 
Success

Book 

Topics  Include:  Guiding  Principles  for  Classroom 
Assessment, Organizing for Successful Learning, Methods 
of  Organizing  Student  Assessment,  Subject  Specific 
Applications, Exceptional Learners, ESL and Adult Learners, 
Grading and Reporting,  Standardized  Testing,  and Future 
Trends.

PD-10-007

Independent 
Learning Book 

Topics Include: description of Independent Study, Formula 
for  Success,  Collegiality  in  Action,  Teaching  Necessary 
Skills and Sample Assignments for Independent Study. 

PD-10-008

Grass Roots Up- 
A Practical Guide 
to the Transition 

Years
Book 

Topics  Include:  The  Transition  Years:  Considerations, 
Program  Alternatives,  Program  Delivery,  Evaluation  and 
Assessment and Identifying, Developing and Implementing 
the Program. 

PD-10-009

Grass Roots 2
Book 

Topics  Include:  Words  from  the  Trenches,  Translating 
Ministry Expectations, Practical Strategies and School Wide 
Considerations.

Grass Roots 3
Book 

Topics Include:  Federal  Issues and Concerns,  Outcomes-
Based  Curriculum,  Dealing  with  Destreaming,  Integration 
and Teaching in the 90’s.
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PD-10-010

Social Justice
Picture Title Format Description Comments

SJ-10-001A-D

Hungry For 
Change

DVD/CD-
ROM

‘I’m  hungry.”  As  a  complaint,  a  demand  or  a  simple 
statement, this short phrase articulates the most simplest of 
our basic needs. The issues surrounding food, however, are 
anything but  simple.  Around the world,  as the number of 
months calling out to be fed continues to increase, the way 
in  which  we  grow,  distribute  and  consume  our  food  is 
becoming more complicated. No longer simply growing and 
eaten,  food  is  now  produced,  designed,  engineered, 
analyzed,  graded,  packaged,  marketed,  and  politicized. 
Food has become a topic to be studied and a commodity to 
be traded. It  has become a tool to be manipulated by an 
ever  demanding  economy-a  means  to  further  divide  the 
haves from the have-nots.

SJ-10-002

Just Choices
DVD

This  program  examines  how  young  people,  using  critical 
thinking skills and academic creativity, comprehend modern 
issues. The goal of the DVD and the accompanying lesson 
plan is to encourage students t  o explore new ideas and 
reevaluate  old  ones  whole  developing  a  strong 
understanding  and  appreciation  of  historical  and  modern 
social justice movements.

SJ-10-003

Human Rights At 
Work Book

The book has also been reorganized and expanded to guide 
employers  in  their  efforts  to  proactively  comply  with  the 
code at  all  stages  of  employment,  from  advertising  to 
discipline  right  through  to  retirement  and  termination. 
Human  Rights  at  Work helps  employers  create  an 
environment  where  each employee’s  rights  are  respected 
and  human  rights  complaints  are  prevented  or  fairly 
resolved.
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SJ-10-004

A Quiet 
Revolution VHS

A Quiet Revolution looks at the power of individual action 
in  shaping  solutions  for  our  global  future.  Three  local 
initiatives  are  explored:  water  harvesting  in  India,  PCB 
pollution  in  Slovakia  and  deforestation  in  Kenya.  Each 
segment examines the causation and consequences of the 
underlying  issue  and  provides  first-hand  accounts  of 
individuals taking action and working for change.

SJ-10-005

Tapped Out The 
World Water 

Crisis
DVD/CD-

ROM

Our newest project team traveled to Bolivia in 2006, to look 
at the impact of globalization and the privatization of water. 
Clearly,  water  quality  and  availability  is  of  growing 
concerning  for  people  throughout  the  world,  including 
Canada. The current common Threats resource introduces 
and  explores  many  of  the  international  debates  which 
surround water.  IS water a commodity or a human right? 
Should it be managed privately or publicity? What are the 
current and future environmental threats to water?

SJ-10-006

Human Rights 
Commission

CD-ROM
Created in 2001 prior to the passing of Bill 107 in December 
2006. The Bill affects the complaints process.

SJ-10-007

Educational 
Activism: 

Resourced For 
Change 2009

Book

Topics Include: Introduction: Messages to Activist Educators 
(and soon-to-be  Activist  Educators),  Section  One:  Activist 
Profiles, Section Two: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), 
Section Three:  Tools  for  Activist  Planning and Reflection, 
Section  Four:  Activist  Activities  for  Classrooms,  Schools, 
and Communities, Section Five: Student Voices, Annotated 
Resources.

NS-10-015

Violence Against 
Indigenous 
Women In 
Canada

Book

A list of Resources available through OSSTF
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Union
Picture Title Format Description Comments

U-10-001 OTIP CD
Insurance  and Financial  Calculation  Valuable  tools  for  all 
ages and career stages

U-10-002
School Zone DVD

Fictional video depicting the importance of OSSTF

U-10-003
Marion Drysdale

 
DVD

An  overview  of  the  winners  of  the  Marion  Drysdale 
Achievment Awards: “Beyond The Screen”

U-10-004
Marion Drysdale: 

2007
DVD

An  overview  of  the  winners  of  the  Marion  Drysdale 
Achievment Awards

U-10-005
Marion 

Drysdale:2005
VHS

An  overview  of  the  winners  of  the  Marion  Drysdale 
Achievment Awards: “A question of perspective”

U-10-006
Marion 

Drysdale:2003
VHS

An  overview  of  the  winners  of  the  Marion  Drysdale 
Achievment Awards: “A Defining Moment”

U-10-007
OSSTF: Making 

of a Union
VHS
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Women’s Issues
Picture Title Format Description Comments

WI-10-001

The Strength to 
Resist

DVD

“The Strength to Resist” is a 33 minute documentary about 
the fight against toxic and degrading messages to girls and 
women  that  dominate  the  media.  This  documentary 
movingly presents the ideas of many leading authorities in 
the  fields  of  psychology  of  women  and  girls,  eating 
disorders, violence against women, and media literacy,  all 
focusing on long term solutions.

NS-10-015

Violence Against 
Indigenous 
Women In 
Canada

Book

A list of Resources available through OSSTF

WI-10-002

Guide to 
Pregnancy & 

Prenatal Leaves 
for 

OSSTF/FEESO

Book

Topics  Include:  Taking  Leaves  Of  Absence,  Health  and 
Safety  Protection,  Use  of  Sick  Leave,  Financial 
Considerations, Benefits Coverage, Pension Plan, Return to 
Work,  Professional  Standing,  Legislative  Framework, 
Employment Standards Act, Employment Insurance Act and 
Regulations,  Negotiated  Rights  and  Protections,  Benefits 
Plans/Options,  Employer  Policies  and  Procedures,  Health 
and  Safety  Policies  and  Procedures,  Pension  Plans  and 
Professional Affiliation. 

WI-10-003

1900-2000 A 
Century Of 

Women And 
Work

Book 

A Century  of  Women and  Work  is  a  joint  project  of  the 
Ontario  Federation  of  Labour  and  the  Worker  Arts  and 
Heritage  Centre.  The project  consists  of  artwork  form 10 
Canadian Women artists and an accompanying booklet on 
the  history  of  Ontario  women  and  work.  Together,  these 
efforts  bring  to  life  the  past  100  years  of  women’s 
transformation of their work and their world. 


